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The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans navigates toward a preferred temperature setpoint ($T_s$) determined by long-term temperature exposure. During thermotaxis, the worm migrates down temperature gradients at temperatures above $T_s$ (negative thermotaxis) and performs isothermal tracking near $T_s$. Under some conditions, the worm migrates up temperature gradients below $T_s$ (positive thermotaxis). Here, we analyze positive and negative thermotaxis toward $T_s$ to study the role of specific neurons that have been proposed to be involved in thermotaxis using genetic ablation, behavioral tracking, and calcium imaging. We find differences in the strategies for positive and negative thermotaxis. Negative thermotaxis is achieved through biasing the frequency of reorientation maneuvers (turns and reversal turns) and biasing the direction of reorientation maneuvers toward colder temperatures. Positive thermotaxis, in contrast, biases only the direction of reorientation maneuvers toward warmer temperatures. We find that the AFD thermosensory neuron drives both positive and negative thermotaxis. The AIIY interneuron, which is postsynaptic to AFD, may mediate the switch from negative to positive thermotaxis below $T_s$. We propose that multiple thermotactic behaviors, each defined by a distinct set of sensorimotor transformations, emanate from the AFD thermosensory neurons. AFD learns and stores the memory of preferred temperatures, detects temperature gradients, and drives the appropriate thermotactic behavior in each temperature regime by the flexible use of downstream circuits.

Navigational behaviors provide a framework for exploring the interplay among sensorimotor circuits, learning, and memory. During a navigational task, animals eventually reach their goals by implementing strategies composed of sensorimotor rules. Experience can modify navigational goals, so memory can also be integrated into sensorimotor pathways. Studying navigation in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans offers the possibility of understanding the plasticity and programming of sensorimotor circuits from input to output in a small nervous system (1).

Previous studies established C. elegans thermotaxis as a model for experience-dependent navigation (2–6). When worms are exposed to specific temperatures between 15 °C and 25 °C for at least 4 h, they adopt those temperatures as their thermotactic setpoint ($T_s$) (2, 3, 5, 7). When placed on a spatial temperature gradient, worms seek the $T_s$. When arriving near $T_s$, worms track isotherms. Genetic analysis of thermotaxis has yielded mutants that are athermotactic (crawling randomly on temperature gradients), cryophilic (crawling to the coldest point on a temperature gradient irrespective of $T_s$), or thermophilic (crawling to the warmest point on a temperature gradient). This observation led to the suggestion that thermotaxis might involve separate circuits for negative thermotaxis (movement down gradients) and positive thermotaxis (movement up gradients) that balance near $T_s$ (2, 4).

Systematic laser ablation analysis uncovered an interconnected neural circuit for thermotaxis behavior composed of one pair of thermosensory neurons (AFD) and three pairs of interneurons (AIIY, AIZ, and RIA) (Fig. L4) (4). Ablation of AFD or AIIY led to cryophilic behavior. Ablation of AIZ led to thermophilic behavior. Ablation of RIA led to athermotactic behavior. Ablation of the AWC olfactory neuron, which is presynaptic to AIIY and RIA, has also been found to mildly disrupt negative thermotaxis (8). These findings suggested that candidate circuit pathways converging on RIA might drive positive and negative thermotaxis (Fig. L4).

Recently, movie microscopy has enabled high-resolution and high-content tracking of worm navigation (5, 9–12). Tracking negative thermotaxis and isothermal tracking have uncovered...
components of the worms’ underlying behavioral strategies (12–14). Negative thermotaxis involves modulation of run length that is reminiscent of the biased random walk that was originally observed in bacterial chemotaxis (15, 16). In isotropic environments, worms move in a sequence of forward movements (runs) interrupted by turns and reversal turns (also called pirouettes) generating exploration that resembles an unbiased random walk. During negative thermotaxis, if worms sense negative temperature gradients, they suppress turns and reversal turns, yielding long runs in the favorable cooler direction. If worms sense positive temperature gradients, they exhibit short runs. Thus, net migration is down temperature gradients (13). Isothermal tracking is deterministic, a steering behavior in which the worm continuously makes temperature comparisons and movement corrections with every undulation to maintain isothermal alignment (14).

The strategy for positive thermotaxis has not yet been analyzed because this behavior is restricted to certain growth and stimulus conditions. If worms are grown at ~23 °C or higher, they will crawl up temperature gradients toward their Th, as long as they are within ~5 °C and navigating gradients are shallower than 0.5 °C/cm. Lower setpoints, steeper gradients, and greater distances from the Th lead to anathetic behavior (17). Now that we know specific conditions that evoke positive thermotaxis, we can use these conditions to compare and contrast the strategies for positive and negative thermotaxis.

Genetic methods provide tools to inactivate or remove specific neurons from C. elegans that yield larger numbers of animals than is possible with laser ablation. Cell-specific expression of reconstituted caspase (recCaspase) induces programmed cell death and thus the removal of specific neurons during development (18). Expression and irradiation of the protein KillerRed with intense green light remove cells acutely (19, 20). Here, we combine these methods with quantitative behavioral tracking to assess how each neuron in the proposed circuit for thermotaxis (AFD-AWC-AIY-AIZ-RIA) contributes to movement up or down temperature gradients.

We find that positive thermotaxis involves biased reorientation toward the Th; the worm uses turns and reversal turns to point itself toward warmer temperatures. We find that negative thermotaxis also involves biased reorientation toward the Th; the worm uses turns and reversal turns to point itself toward colder temperatures. As observed earlier, negative thermotaxis also involves a biased random walk toward the Th, with longer runs toward colder temperatures and shorter runs toward warmer temperatures. These results suggest an asymmetry in the sensorimotor strategies for positive and negative thermotaxis. The run-length modulation makes negative thermotaxis more efficient by prolonging favorable orientations. We find that AFD drives both positive and negative thermotaxis. AIY is necessary to exhibit positive instead of negative thermotaxis below Th. Although AWC, AIZ, and RIA might have minor contributions to thermotaxis, none of these neurons is required for either positive or negative thermotaxis. In summary, bidirectional thermotaxis emanates from the AFD neurons, achieved by coupling sensory input to motor output in different patterns to drive thermotaxis up gradients below Th and down gradients above Th.

Results

Strategies for Negative and Positive Thermotaxis Behaviors. We used high-pixel density movie cameras to record the movements of individual young adult worms performing thermotaxis across the surfaces of 22 × 22-cm agar plates with a shallow linear spatial temperature gradient (0.2 °C/cm) centered near 20 °C. With this gradient steepness and starting temperature, worms grown at 25 °C will move toward the warm side of the plate and worms grown at 15 °C will move toward the cold side of the plate, pursuing Th in either direction (Fig. 1 B and C) (17). Large space for thermotaxis allowed us to study many worms at once. High-pixel density cameras allowed us to segment trajectories based on worm posture, even at low magnification, into a sequence of periods of forward movement, backward movement, and sharp turns. In this setup, many uninterrupted thermotaxis trajectories of individual worms can be obtained in each experiment, increasing the quality of statistical analysis.

An index of thermotaxis efficiency is provided by the ratio between the mean velocity in the gradient direction of each trajectory and crawling speed: $<v_{\parallel}>/<v>$ (Fig. 1D). This index is +1 if the worm strictly moves straight up the gradient and −1 if it strictly moves straight down the gradient. We found that negative thermotaxis is more efficient than positive thermotaxis. To better understand this, we turned to detailed analysis of individual animal movements. Net movement up or down gradients is the product of sensorimotor rules enacted along the navigational trajectory. We sought to extract these rules for positive and negative thermotaxis.

In isotropic environments, crawling locomotion is an alternating sequence of periods of forward movement (runs) and reorientation maneuvers. Reorientation maneuvers are either turns or reversal turns (also called pirouettes) (12, 13, 15) (Fig. 2 A and B and Movie S1). First, we examined the statistics of run duration, the time intervals between successive reorientation maneuvers. As before for negative thermotaxis, we found that worms exhibited longer runs when headed down gradients than up gradients (11–13, 21) (Fig. 2C). During positive thermotaxis, run durations were roughly the same whether up or down gradients (Fig. 2C).

Next, we examined the possibility of steering to select favorable directions either during runs or by reorientation maneuvers. Steering mechanisms (also called weathervanning) have been identified in C. elegans chemotaxis (11, 21, 22). To look for steering mechanisms, we focused on runs pointed orthogonally to the gradient. If the worm was capable of steering during a run, the run should gradually veer toward preferred directions. However, we found that runs veered toward the preferred and nonpreferred directions by similar amounts during either negative or positive thermotaxis (Fig. 2D). If the worm used reorientation maneuvers to pick the direction of new runs after runs pointed orthogonally to the gradient, it should be able to bias new runs to be up the gradient during positive thermotaxis or down the gradient during negative thermotaxis. For both positive

![Fig. 1. Bidirectional thermotaxis in C. elegans.](image-url)
The principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans are the AFD neurons, a bilateral pair that send sensory dendrites toward the amphid pore near the anterior tip of the worm. AFD was discovered to be involved in thermotaxis during development (23). The large-format assay that we used to quantify thermotactic strategies (Fig. 2) lacks resolution to label the dorsal and ventral sides of each crawling animal. To look more closely at steering, we made a single-animal tracking system by placing a spatial temperature gradient on the motorized stage of a compound microscope. We found that reorientation maneuvers using both dorsal and ventral bending movements appeared along thermotactic trajectories (Fig. 2F).

Taken together, our results suggest that negative thermotaxis involves two strategies. During negative thermotaxis, the worm extends runs toward colder temperatures and shortens runs toward warmer temperatures and uses reorientation maneuvers to increase the likelihood that new runs are pointed toward colder temperatures. During positive thermotaxis in our setup, the worm relies on reorientation maneuvers to point runs toward warmer temperatures.

**AFD Thermosensory Neuron Drives Both Positive and Negative Thermotaxis.** The principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans are the AFD neurons, a bilateral pair that send sensory dendrites toward the amphid pore near the anterior tip of the worm. AFD was discovered to be involved in thermotaxis during development (23). The large-format assay that we used to quantify thermotactic strategies (Fig. 2) lacks resolution to label the dorsal and ventral sides of each crawling animal. To look more closely at steering, we made a single-animal tracking system by placing a spatial temperature gradient on the motorized stage of a compound microscope. We found that reorientation maneuvers using both dorsal and ventral bending movements appeared along thermotactic trajectories (Fig. 2F).

Taken together, our results suggest that negative thermotaxis involves two strategies. During negative thermotaxis, the worm extends runs toward colder temperatures and shortens runs toward warmer temperatures and uses reorientation maneuvers to increase the likelihood that new runs are pointed toward colder temperatures. During positive thermotaxis in our setup, the worm relies on reorientation maneuvers to point runs toward warmer temperatures.

**Materials and Methods**

**Fig. 2.** Strategies for bidirectional thermotaxis. (A) Representative 250-s trajectory of a crawling worm segmented using machine-vision software that detects forward movements (gray), turns (purple), and reversal turns (green) on the basis of posture and movement (Materials and Methods and Movie S1). (B) Orientation with respect to the gradient is continuously monitored for each worm during thermotaxis (data for trajectory in A is represented), and the frequency, direction, and size of reorientation maneuvers are calculated to assess navigational strategy. For presentation purposes, the orientation angle is unwrapped so that continuous changes in heading that pass through 0° do not cause 360° jumps. (C) During negative thermotaxis (Upper), runs down the temperature gradient (blue) are longer than runs up the gradient (red). During positive thermotaxis (Lower), runs up and down the gradient are in the same duration. Calculations are based on runs with orientations within 45° of the gradient axis. (D) During negative thermotaxis (Upper) or positive thermotaxis (Lower), runs orthogonal to the gradient veer toward warmer temperatures and colder temperatures with equal likelihood. After runs orthogonal to the gradient, the worm uses reorientation maneuvers to bias new runs toward preferred temperatures. (E) During negative (Upper) or positive thermotaxis (Lower), the size of angular reorientation between the beginning and end of runs down the gradient are the same as for runs up the gradient. The size of angular reorientation after turns or reversal turns that terminate runs down the gradient are the same size as those for runs up the gradient. All data points in C–E represent mean ± 1 SEM. Calculations are based on runs with orientations within 45° of the gradient axis taken from 241 to 309 worm trajectories. ***P < 0.0005 using Student t test. ns, no significant difference. (F) A representative center-of-mass trajectory of an individual wild-type young adult worm grown at 15 °C and started at 22 °C on a linear temperature gradient is shown. Movements on a spatial gradient were tracked on a compound microscope (Materials and Methods). During negative thermotaxis, the animal uses turns and reversal turns to orient itself toward colder temperatures. For this animal viewed from above, reorientation maneuvers that produced clockwise or counterclockwise heading changes involved ventral or dorsal bending, respectively. Portions of the trajectory are highlighted that involve a turn with dorsal bending (804–813 s) and a reversal turn with ventral bending (874–901 s). In each frame, the head is labeled with a circle and the ventral side is labeled with a green line. Similar trajectories were observed in a total of 10 individual worms.

**AFD Thermosensory Neuron Drives Both Positive and Negative Thermotaxis.** The principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans are the AFD neurons, a bilateral pair that send sensory dendrites toward the amphid pore near the anterior tip of the worm. AFD was discovered to be involved in thermotaxis during development (23). The large-format assay that we used to quantify thermotactic strategies (Fig. 2) lacks resolution to label the dorsal and ventral sides of each crawling animal. To look more closely at steering, we made a single-animal tracking system by placing a spatial temperature gradient on the motorized stage of a compound microscope. We found that reorientation maneuvers using both dorsal and ventral bending movements appeared along thermotactic trajectories (Fig. 2F).

Taken together, our results suggest that negative thermotaxis involves two strategies. During negative thermotaxis, the worm extends runs toward colder temperatures and shortens runs toward warmer temperatures and uses reorientation maneuvers to increase the likelihood that new runs are pointed toward colder temperatures. During positive thermotaxis in our setup, the worm relies on reorientation maneuvers to point runs toward warmer temperatures.

**AFD Thermosensory Neuron Drives Both Positive and Negative Thermotaxis.** The principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans are the AFD neurons, a bilateral pair that send sensory dendrites toward the amphid pore near the anterior tip of the worm. AFD was discovered to be involved in thermotaxis during development (23). The large-format assay that we used to quantify thermotactic strategies (Fig. 2) lacks resolution to label the dorsal and ventral sides of each crawling animal. To look more closely at steering, we made a single-animal tracking system by placing a spatial temperature gradient on the motorized stage of a compound microscope. We found that reorientation maneuvers using both dorsal and ventral bending movements appeared along thermotactic trajectories (Fig. 2F).
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**AFD Thermosensory Neuron Drives Both Positive and Negative Thermotaxis.** The principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans are the AFD neurons, a bilateral pair that send sensory dendrites toward the amphid pore near the anterior tip of the worm. AFD was discovered to be involved in thermotaxis during development (23). The large-format assay that we used to quantify thermotactic strategies (Fig. 2) lacks resolution to label the dorsal and ventral sides of each crawling animal. To look more closely at steering, we made a single-animal tracking system by placing a spatial temperature gradient on the motorized stage of a compound microscope. We found that reorientation maneuvers using both dorsal and ventral bending movements appeared along thermotactic trajectories (Fig. 2F).
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fluorescence microscopy. Consistent with recCaspase-mediated AFD ablation, we found that movements up and down thermal gradients were disrupted by KillerRed-mediated AFD ablation (Fig. 3A). We also examined a mutant, ttx-1(p767), with a developmental defect in AFD owing to a mutation in the Otx/otd homolog ttx-1 gene. Previously, it was shown that mutations in ttx-1 diminished negative thermotaxis above the *T<sub>c</sub> and produced weak negative thermotaxis below the *T<sub>c</sub> (26). In our experimental setup, we found that ttx-1-mediated disruption of AFD development weakened negative thermotaxis above *T<sub>c</sub> and abolished positive thermotaxis below *T<sub>c</sub> (Fig. 3A). We note that the ttx-1 (p767) allele disrupts AFD development without completely removing the neuron (26), which may explain the difference caused by partial loss of thermotactic movement by ttx-1 mutation and complete loss by ablation.

**Analysis of Other Neurons in the Proposed Neural Circuit for Thermotaxis.** In the classic model for the thermotaxis neural circuit, competing circuits for positive and negative thermotaxis are integrated by downstream interneurons (4, 27). In particular, AIY and AIZ were proposed to drive positive and negative thermotaxis, respectively; RIA was proposed to integrate both pathways (Fig. 1A) (28). Next, we examined the contributions of these interneurons to positive and negative thermotaxis using our experimental setup.

We examined AFD using three different methods of cell disruption, the ttx-3(ks5) mutant that disrupts AFD development, and transgenic lines that specifically expressed recCaspase or KillerRed to remove AFD. In all three cases, we found that these worms moved down temperature gradients instead of moving up gradients when started at temperatures below the *T<sub>c</sub> (Fig. 3B). Laser ablation of AIZ has been reported to cause a thermophilic phenotype: worms lacking AIZ crawled to the warmest point on a spatial temperature gradient (4). Cell-specific promoters are not available for AIZ, and so we used laser ablation to remove it. We found no evidence that AIZ removal generated thermophilic movement (Fig. 3B). Laser ablation of RIA has been reported to abolish thermotaxis at all temperatures (4). We used two strategies for RIA ablation: cell-specific expression of recCaspase and of KillerRed. We found that destroying RIA in developed worms using KillerRed had no effect on thermophilic or cryophilic movement. Killing RIA with recCaspase had no effect on positive thermotaxis, but may reduce negative thermotaxis above the *T<sub>c</sub>. In any case, RIA is not required for worms to exhibit positive or negative thermotaxis in our experimental setup (Fig. 3B).

Ablation of the AWC olfactory neurons has been reported to mildly disrupt negative thermotaxis down gradients toward the *T<sub>c</sub> (8). Because our setup supports both positive and negative thermotaxis, we examined AWC using both laser ablation and cell-specific expression of recCaspase. We found no significant disruption in either positive or negative thermotaxis after AWC removal (Fig. 3B).

**AFD Drives Thermotactic Behavior in Both Thermophilic and Cryophilic Animals.** Our results indicate that AFD regulates both positive and negative thermotaxis toward the *T<sub>c</sub>. We asked whether AFD also drives these behaviors in worms that aberrantly display positive thermotaxis by moving toward warmer temperatures even when above *T<sub>c</sub> (i.e., a thermophilic phenotype) or negative thermotaxis by moving toward colder temperatures even when below *T<sub>c</sub> (i.e., a cryophilic phenotype).

We performed a forward genetic screen to identify mutants that exhibited a strong thermophilic phenotype and isolated pg5, which robustly migrated up steep thermal gradients following cultivation at 15 °C and 25 °C (Fig. 3C). Three-factor and snipSNP mapping placed the pg5 mutation on the right side of chromosome V near the position of *pkc-1*. *pkc-1* (also known as *ts-4*) has previously been implicated in thermotaxis (7). Complementation with a putative null allele, *nj1*, revealed that *pg5* was a null allele of *pkc-1*, as *pg5/nj1* heterozygotes exhibited behavior that was indistinguishable from that of either mutant alone. Sequencing the *pkc-1* gene in *pg5* worms revealed a single nucleic acid substitution in the fifth exon, introducing a premature stop codon and indicating that *pg5* is likely to be a null allele of *pkc-1*. No other thermophilic mutants were isolated in the screen.

It has been shown that AFD-specific expression of wild-type *pkc-1* rescues its thermotaxis defect, suggesting that PKC signaling in AFD contributes to the display of negative vs. positive thermotaxis (7). To determine whether AFD output is needed to drive thermophilic movement in *pkc-1* mutants, we used a transgenic line that expressed recCaspase in AFD in a *pkc-1*(*pg5*) mutant background. Indeed, AFD ablation abolished thermotaxis both above and below the *T<sub>c</sub*> (Fig. 3C).

Next, we asked whether AFD was required to produce negative thermotaxis in worms lacking the AIY interneuron, resulting either from mutation in *ttx-3(ks5)* or from genetic ablation of...
AIY. We found that AFD-specific expression of recCaspase in either a ttx-3(ks5) background or a AIY::recCaspase background disrupted negative thermotaxis at all temperatures (Fig. 3C).

In summary, AFD is needed to drive movement above and below Tc in both mutant and wild-type animals. Disrupting PKC signaling causes positive thermotaxis to emanate from AFD above Tc whereas loss of the AIY interneuron causes negative thermotaxis to emanate from AFD below Tc via other circuit pathways.

**AFD Responds to Temperatures That Span Both Negative and Positive Thermotaxis.** Calcium imaging of the AFD neuron in response to temperature waveforms has shown that the operating range of AFD spans the range of isothermal tracking and cryophilic behavior. At temperatures near and above the Tc, warming will depolarize AFD and cause an increase in intracellular calcium level whereas cooling will hyperpolarize AFD and cause a decrease in the calcium levels (29–32).

For AFD to drive bidirectional movement on thermal gradients, it has to be active at temperatures several degrees below 25 °C for worms grown at 25 °C and above 15 °C for worms grown at 15 °C. To test this, we used transgenic lines that express the calcium-sensitive protein GCaMP6s (33) in the AFD neurons in wild-type animals, two constitutively cryophilic strains [a transgenic line that expresses recCaspase in AIY and the ttx-3(ks5) mutant], and a thermophilic strain [pkc-1(pg5)]. When worms are exposed to a linearly increasing temperature with a superimposed sinusoidal oscillation, AFD will phase-lock to the sinusoidal component at temperatures near and above the Tc. The lower bound of AFD calcium dynamics can be changed by cultivating worms at different temperatures (3, 31). We found that, when wild-type or mutant worms were grown at 15 °C, AFD calcium dynamics extended from 15 °C to higher temperatures, overlapping the normal range of negative thermotaxis (Fig. 4A and B). When worms were grown at 25 °C, AFD calcium dynamics extended from ~21 °C to higher temperatures, overlapping the normal range of positive thermotaxis. Thus, AFD activity spans the range of both positive and negative thermotaxis exhibited by wild-type worms. Neither the mutation pkc-1(pg5) nor ttx-3(ks5) that caused thermophilic and cryophilic behavior affect temperature-evoked AFD calcium dynamics, suggesting that the effects of these mutations in regulating switching between negative and positive thermotaxis are farther downstream (Fig. 4B).

**Discussion**

*C. elegans* thermotaxis is a complex behavior where different modes of navigation are carried out under different temperature regimes, suggesting that experience-dependent mechanisms allow sensory inputs to be transformed into motor outputs in different patterns depending on context. Here, we examine the two opposite modes of thermotaxis, negative and positive thermotaxis, under experimental conditions that support movement either down or up temperature gradients toward the preferred temperature. We find that different sensorimotor transformations are used for each behavior. During negative thermotaxis, the worm modulates the rate of reorientation maneuvers (turns and reversal turns) to lengthen runs toward cooler temperatures; additionally, the worm uses its reorientation maneuvers to point new runs toward cooler temperatures. During positive thermotaxis, the worm relies on reorientation maneuvers to point new runs toward warmer temperatures.

The AFD neuron is required for both negative and positive thermotaxis. Interestingly, temperature-evoked calcium dynamics in AFD span the range of both positive and negative thermotaxis exhibited by wild-type worms; AFD calcium levels are raised by warming and lowered by cooling in essentially the same way across its activity range. We also found that AFD calcium dynamics are unaffected by several mutations that induce strong cryophilic or thermophilic phenotypes (Fig. 4A and B). Collectively, these results suggest that circuit pathways linking sensation to positive and negative thermotaxis diverge downstream of AFD. For example, to shift behavior from negative to positive thermotaxis, downstream circuits might inactivate the mechanism that modulates run length and invert the mechanism for reorientation direction from a bias toward colder temperatures to a bias toward warmer temperatures (Fig. 4C).

The main postsynaptic output of AFD is the AIY interneuron (34). Simultaneous optogenetic stimulation of AFD and electrophysiological recording of AIY has revealed that synaptic output from AFD to AIY involves both glutamatergic and...
peptidergic signals (35, 36). One possibility is that AIY acts as a switch, shifting AFD output from driving negative thermotaxis to positive thermotaxis below the setpoint. The function of pck-1 acting in AFD may also contribute to the switching mechanism, helping to shift AFD output from driving positive thermotaxis to negative thermotaxis above the setpoint (Fig. 4C).

Although AIY is the dominant postsynaptic partner of AFD, it is not needed to carry out the sensorimotor transformations that transform AFD activity into negative thermotaxis. The AWC olfactory neuron and the AIZ interneuron have been proposed to play roles in negative thermotaxis (4, 8, 27); we find that neither AWC nor AIZ is required for either positive or negative thermotaxis. RIA has been proposed to be required for both positive and negative thermotaxis (4). RIA has recently been found to represent a corollary discharge signal that conveys head movements to the upstream circuit (37). We do not believe that RIA plays an essential role in the thermotaxis behavior probed in our assays.

In summary, different modes of thermotaxis are driven by the AFD thermoensory neurons via different sensorimotor strategies. AFD intracellular signaling is sophisticated, involving a complex cGMP-dependent thermotransduction cascade and multiple forms of synaptic output including glutamatergic signaling, peptidergic signaling, and gap junctions (35, 36, 38, 39). The richness of AFD signaling and synaptic output is likely to underline its capacity to effect the appropriate mode of thermotactokinetic behavior in different temperature regimes via downstream circuits that flexibly map AFD activity patterns to movement patterns.
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